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AGREEMENT 

 

HUNGARIAN ARCHERY ASSOCIATION (MÍSZ) 

Represented for the purpose of this Letter of Agreement  

by the President 

Sebastian Vánky 

 

and 

 

SLOVAK ARCHERY ASSOCIATION 3D (SLA 3D) 

Represented for the purpose of this Letter of Agreement  

by the President 

Jana Harabinová 

 

Concerning collaboration in the field of accepting each other’s competition licences on 

competitions organized under the supervision of MÍSZ respectively SLA3D. 

 

This agreement between the MÍSZ and SLA3D, represented by the presidents is detailing the 

responsibilities of collaboration in the field of competition licenses. 

Both parties accept the other’s valid competition licences when archers are competing as 
foreign competitors on 3D competitions. Foreign means licenced by the other organisation 
than the competition is held of. 

The competition licences are valid on all Hungarian and Slovak competitions organized under 
the rules and regulations of the parties. 

• The organizer of the competition is obliged to check the validity of the foreign archer's 
license:   

• Slovak license :  https://www.archery3d.sk/lukostrelci 

• Hungarian licenses : www.mizs.hu  

 

The agreement is valid from 1-st of Jan. 2024 till 31-st of Dec. 2024 and is automatically 
renewed till one or both of the parties do not cancel it. 

 

Archers from both organisations can participate and win competitions regardless in which 
country they are held. Exception is the National championships where only the archers 
registered and licenced in the country can win the title of Hungarian respectively Slovak 
Champion. On national championships the foreign archers can be rewarded with special 
medals trophies but not the national champion title and medal. 

 

Both parties can and should communicate to the organizers and archers in e-mail respectively 
on homepage the details of this agreement. 

https://www.archery3d.sk/lukostrelci
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Purpose of collaboration 

To allow the possibility for our archers to participate in any competition they like to 

regardless which country it is held in. Also, to develop 3D archery in both countries by giving 

more opportunities for participation and rising the level of competition and organisation. 

.  

   

Place & Date  Signature SLA 3D        

 

 

 

 

   

Place & Date  Signature of MÍSZ 
 

 

Podpísaná elektronicky 

Podpísaná elektronicky

5.1.2024

5.1.2024


